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DIPLAT
Ultrashort Pulse Laser
Ablation Technology

Pulsed Laser Ablation
Simulation

Ultrashort-Pulsed Lasers Applications
for Ultrahard Tool Production

€

42 month
8 partners
6 countries

> 35 dissemination
activities

5.3 M€ Budget

8 Scientiﬁc papers

2 Patents

1 Spin-Off

1. Motivation

2. Consortium

Modern production systems and manufacturing environments have an ever
increasing need for high-performance machining processes. This
presents great challenges for the development of the tools utilised.
Diamond and other ultra-hard materials possess outstanding mechanical,
wear and thermal properties which make them attractive to manufacture
high-performance tools. However, due to the extreme properties of this
group of materials, the generation of complex 3D-freeform geometries
and structures to meet the needs for high-performance tools is a challenge.

Ÿ RTD performers (Laser Ablation Fundamentals)

Ÿ Technology Holders

Ÿ Technology End-Users

3. Objectives

High-Performance Diamond
Materials

Grinding and Dressing tools

Advanced Control &
Synchronisation

The DIPLAT project addresses the need for an efﬁcient, precise and
ﬂexible processing technology for ultra-hard materials in tooling
applications, in order to fully exploit the potential of these materials. By
smartly utilizing the advantages of high brilliance of short and ultra-short
pulsed lasers, 3D Pulsed Laser Ablation (PLA) processes are developed and
demonstrated for various industrial applications. A new technology
platform for producing ultra-hard tools with enhanced functionalities,
outstanding machining performance and superior lifetime is introduced. The
project is articulated around three main application domains: abrasive
surfaces for materialographic analyses, grinding and dressing tools for
the gear grinding industry and milling and drilling tools for challenging
applications.

Drilling and Milling tools for
challenging applications

Currently, laser machining centres are in essence a composite of three
separate sub-systems, driven by independent control systems: the laser
scan head, the CNC drives for positioning the workpiece and the laser
source. The controls cannot be synchronized; in other words, processes
where the sub-systems have to work in a coordinated way are not possible.
Within DIPLAT, a prototype
solution for having partial
CNC system
synchronisation for the
Clock frequency A
scanner and the CNC system
was implemented. The
synchronisation of mechanical and optical axes sets
the basis for the future of
Scanhead
Laser system
laser machining, enabling Clock frequency B Sync. Clock frequency C
the processing of more
complex shapes and reducing
processing time. Another important step for establishing the PLA technology
is to develop a Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) system for which an
efﬁcient simulator is essential.

The materialographic preparation of a probe consists of grinding a sample
with successively ﬁner abrasive surfaces before polishing it.
A state-of-the-art abrasive surface contains diamond grains embedded in a
resin bond. Its surface topography has a strong stochastic characteristic
since it contains grains with different orientations, sizes and
spatial distributions. To address
the limitations associated with
such variances, arrays of
geometricaly deﬁned
abrasive micro features were
generated into solid diamond
plates using a novel PLA
process. Such engineered
abrasive surfaces lead to a
better ﬁnishing in a shorter Comparison between engineered (top) and
period of time compared to the conventional tools (bottom). Left, SEM pictures of
the abrasive pads and right, the ground surface
conventional surfaces.

8. Dressing tools
Machining of hard-to-cut
materials

Sub-surface laser induced
damage analysis

Ultrashort pulses can hold up to a few gigawatts power which enables the
machining of any material, in particular transparent materials, such as
diamond. With pulses under 10 ps duration, only a fraction of the pulse
energy is transformed into heat. Thus the processed workpiece stays cool
and the heat-affected zone is kept minimal. Because laser processing is
free of forces and free of wear it is suited for the high precision machining
of complex shapes in hard and brittle materials.

5. A new technology platform

7. Abrasive surfaces
Abrasive surfaces

4. Ultrashort pulsed laser ablation

Dressing tools are used to regenerate and prepare the macro and micro
geometry of a grinding wheel. Negative electroplated dressing tools exhibit a
highly precise proﬁle and do not need any subsequent processing such as
dressing. The dressing process, however, not only deﬁnes the proﬁle of the
tool but also deﬁnes its machining
properties. PLA offers the possibility to
improve the machining properties of
such tools, by structuring them with
deﬁned micro grooves. Grinding forces
can thereby be lowered and the chip
and coolant ﬂow improved.
Benchmarking of the structured tool
show a clear reduction of processing
Geometrically deﬁned micro-grooves on forces thanks to the PLA grooves.
a dressing tool
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30μm

5μm thick PCD
Holes drilled into a steel foil with pulsed lasers: 5μm thick wall structures ablated
left 3ns and right 200fs pulses [Chichkov `96]
into PCD [G. Eberle, ETHZ]

6. Simulator
Through a CAM solution the laser ablation of complex shapes could be
facilitated. As a ﬁrst step, a simple model to predict the effects of laser
machining onto the surface texture of the components is needed. In contrast
with the previous models characterized by complex multi-physics and
computational demanding approaches, a simple mathematical model on a
pulse-by-pulse basis has been developed. The model can predict surface
textures for PLA by considering the dynamic and energetic parameters as
well as the initial surface gradient and the focal length of the laser. It is
independent of the type of laser
Laser beam
used and comput- Example
divergence
ationally faster than workpiece
more complicated
FEA models. Hence,
Distorted
it allows the
laser spot
prediction of feature
generation with
Focal plane
innovative and
complex beam paths
using laser machinSchematic visualisation of the simulation principle
ing processes.

9. Drilling & Milling tools
In the course of the project, a tangential laser ﬁnishing process was
developed and patented. It introduces the use of PLA to generate
characteristic features on ﬂuted drilling tools. A range of solid PCD tools
(0.5 mm< Ø <3 mm) for machining sintered ceramics (ZrO2, Al2O3, WC, Si3N4)
or composites like CFRP or CMC have been produced. PLA not only
represents a cost-effective alternative to conventional manufacturing
techniques but also enables the creation of tools with greater geometrical
complexity and with minimal damaging of the material. The processes by
which PCD tools are produced can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence their wear and
cutting performance. EDG undermines the surface structure of PCD tools
through the preferential erosion of the metallic binder. This results in
chipping of the tools' cutting edges. By contrast, the PLA process produces
more even thermal affects across the material. Minimal thermal effects on the
underlying PCD structure are produced.

Comparison of the wear of two tools, with identical geometry, after drilling 300 holes
into CMC material. The tools were produced by PLA (left) and EDG (right)
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